
DILIGENCE
“We want each of you to show this same diligence to the very end,

in order to make your hope sure.” — Hebrews 6:11
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A Way Out

Every person who reads this publication is familiar with the Biblical account of

mankind’s beginning. God made mankind in His image and gave Adam and Eve

the power of choice — the choice to do as He instructed or to do as they chose

to do. With this power of choice instilled in them, God then placed in their presence

an object of choice and gave instructions about the consequences if they chose

to eat the fruit from that forbidden tree. The choice was theirs. We know they

made the choice to partake and as we say, “the rest is history.” God’s love and

concern for mankind however, did not end when He banished Adam and Eve

from the Garden because of the poor choice they had made. Instead, He provided

a way back into a wholesome relationship with Him for those who chose to

accept the method of reconciliation that He provided.

Religious people today rightly refer to God as a God of love. It is because of His

love that He provided a way out for us or a way to reclaim a good relationship with

Him after mankind made such a poor choice. (We might note here that Adam and

Eve were only the first beings who made a poor choice. Nothing has changed since

that time. Mankind has always and always will be guilty of making poor choices

at various times in their lives). Please notice however, that God provided — not

dictated — a way of escape — a way for Adam and Eve to redeem themselves

from the consequence of the poor choice.

We read in the New Testament —

“No temptation has seized you except what is common to man. And God

is faithful: He will not let you be tempted beyond what you can bear.

But when you are tempted, He will also provide a way out so that you

can stand up under it.” (I Corinthians 10:13 NIV)

When we are tempted, there is a good choice and a bad choice. We can either

yield to temptation or we can choose to take the way out provided to us by God.

If we succumb to the temptation there will very likely be a consequence to

endure but as God’s children we are also promised that even if we succumb to

the temptation, He has provided a way for us to reclaim our relationship with Him.

“If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just and will forgive us our

sins and purify us from all unrighteousness.” (I John 1:9 NIV)

Choices create the opportunity for us to either act in a responsible manner

where our freedoms are concerned or to act in an irresponsible manner. Choosing
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known rule or they continued to act in violation of something specific we had

asked them to do or not to do, 3) A spanking would occur if appropriate corrective

actions were not taken on their part. As each situation progressed to the point of

a spanking, in most cases a choice on their part still existed. Even when they

knew that a spanking was imminent, there were times when the number of

“whacks to the posterior” was determined by their own choice — depending on

their view of the severity of the infraction.

As expected, when our sons entered the teen years, they ventured out more

frequently and with a wider set of friends. The natural concern as parents was

who are they with?, who is driving?, is anyone drinking?, etc. As all parents

eventually must do, we had to decide how to deal with that challenge. We were

not so concerned with our own sons drinking or using drugs (that was similar to

the candy on the coffee table — by that time, they had often demonstrated to us

that they were capable of and willing to make wise choices on their own and we

were confident they would do so), but we could not know for certain what other

teens might do — and many of their friends from high school were at least a

half hour away. So how could we show our trust and support and at the same

time create a non-threatening way of escape if at some time they themselves

made a poor choice or got themselves into a dangerous or compromising situation

because of their choice of friends? What could we do that would provide them

with a good choice if they or someone they were riding with got drunk or high

or just drove in an unsafe way? How could we feel confident they would get

home safely? The last thing we wanted was that their fear of our reaction to

their poor choice would push them into making an even worse choice — perhaps

opting to get in the car with a drunk driver (or driving drunk themselves) and

take their chances on making it home ok rather than face the wrath of parents.

From their perspective, it seemed that if that ever occurred they only had an

assortment of bad choices. So what could we do? How could we as parents provide

a method of reconciliation that would be a good choice for a youngster who had

made a poor choice? Wouldn’t every parent rather have their child alive instead

of wrapped around a tree because they feared the wrath of their parents if their

parents found out they had made a poor choice?

So driven by our desire to be certain that — no matter what kind of poor choice

they had made — it would be easier to admit to it rather than die trying to hide it,

we devised a plan that would give them an option they would view as an easy

escape from a serious mistake — a plan that would provide a way back into a whole-

some relationship with us if they choose to accept the method of reconciliation

that we provided. What did we do? We’ll go into that in the next issue.
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years leading up to those teen years, that they are not only capable of but willing to

make good choices on their own, will provide parents a certain level of comfort as

they move further and further away from the eye sight of their parents.

Since we would not presume to know specific situations in other families, we can

only draw from a few personal experiences that are quite possibly common to

other families as well. So let’s consider three common situations and the possible

training opportunities that they might present for parents of young children.

First — When I (Dennis) was young there was always a cookie jar sitting on top

of my mother’s refrigerator. Specifically it was a red roof barn that is now in our

own kitchen. I remember frequently getting into trouble because the temptation

was to get a chair, climb onto the counter top and then reach to the top of the

refrigerator. As you may have already guessed, I was frequently caught in various

stages of progress trying to get to the forbidden cookie. I remember well that the

main reason for not getting the cookie was that it would spoil my dinner. I wasn’t

sure what that meant, since it didn’t seem to effect the meals of those older than

me, but that was the reason given. I was offered the choice of a cookie after dinner.

I soon came to understand that an after dinner cookie was an appropriate choice

since my dinner had not been spoiled and I could then eat the treat if a proper

meal was eaten first.

Second — If you have ever visited in our home you may have noticed that we

always have candy (lots of varieties) on the family room coffee table. Our children

grew up with candy always there for the taking. All they had to do was ask and

we would tell them whether or not they could have some based on the time of

day, etc. When the answer was no, they understood that it would still be there

later and they could perhaps have some at a more appropriate time. We never

put it away to keep them from eating the candy. They simply knew that it was

there and there were appropriate times and inappropriate times for eating it.

This kind of lesson — though small — had big repercussions. The constant

opportunity to partake of candy taught the need for responsibility. Each time

they wanted candy it became a choice they could make based on the training

they had received from their parents as to whether it was appropriate or not

appropriate to have some.

Third — We must admit (possibly to the horror of some who will read this) that

we believe in spanking. Spanking should be a result of a very bad choice made by

a child. Spankings should always be part of training — never just a punishment

because “we’re the parents and therefore have the authority to do it.” Regardless

of the situation, there were usually many opportunities for our children to avoid the

spanking by simply choosing to change the behavior in question. In almost

every situation where a spanking was about to occur, there were three things evident.

1) Our sons knew that rules existed and which one was being violated. 2) A verbal

warning that punishment would occur if they continued either in violation of the

to act in an irresponsible way may bring consequences that are either short term

or perhaps even for the rest of our lives. Nevertheless, no matter how irresponsible

our choices are, God’s love still provides a way for His children to return to a

good relationship with Him if they choose to accept the method of reconciliation

that He has provided. But again, that is a choice. The point we want to make here

is that God provides an option for His children that is a good choice. We don’t

have to choose from a selection of options that are all bad — there is a choice

we can select that gives us a way out from any poor choice that we may make.

So now — keeping that point in mind, let us take this article in a different direction

and ask a question. If God — our heavenly Father — sees fit to offer a way

back to a loving relationship with Him — no matter how irresponsible our

choice — should we as parents do anything less for our children? Let’s consider

that question and look into it as it relates to this whole idea.

In our experience of observing how many parents deal with irresponsible behavior

of their children, all too often, there is “no good way out” for the child. From the

child’s point of view the options available to him or her following bad behavior

are all bad. NONE of them offer an enticing method for reconciliation with the

parents. All of the choices he or she has are certain to result in “pain or misery” for

the youngster. Well of course, you say — the behavior was irresponsible — shouldn’t

it be punished? Well, the point we’re trying to make here will become more clear

as we progress through this series. So for now, just keep the thought in mind.

Before we go too far with this however, let us state that it would be impossible to

anticipate all of the various — shall we say — behavioral indiscretions?— that come

about in the rearing of children. Just as God had to deal with mankind’s endless

wanderings, parents likewise face the same dilemma. But if God were to have done

as many parents do, he would have simply “man proofed” the world (as some parents

“child proof” their homes) so that man would not be tempted to fall victim to

his own lack of control. God however did not do that. Instead of “man proofing”

the world, He allowed temptation to exist all around us — just as he placed the

forbidden fruit in the Garden of Eden for Adam and Eve. Then He permitted

mankind to make his own choices. Knowing however that mankind would not

always choose responsibly, He provided a method of reconciliation that would

provide a good choice if and when failures occur. God allowed mankind to have

choices to instruct and build him up. Parents can do the same with their children.

So how early can parents use God’s example and begin teaching their children

to make their own choices — and how can it be implemented? There is no right

answer, but it is our belief that the sooner parents begin to TRAIN their children to

make good choices on their own, the better. The sooner parents are confident in

their children’s ability and willingness to do that, the less worry and anxiety the

parents will have — especially as they reach those somewhat frightening teen

age years. Children who have repeatedly demonstrated to their parents during the
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